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•Material: Robust, cross-shaped construction which is folded and welded from a cold-pressed sheet steel plate depending on the size
•Thickness of sheet steel:
- Single-door enclosures:
- 1,2mm: WSM2020150 - WSM6050300
- 1,4mm: WSM6060210 - WSM1006300
- 1,5mm: WSM1008260 - WSM1208400 as well as all with 400mm depth
- Double-door enclosures:
- 1,4mm: WSM6080302 - WSM8012402
- 1,5mm: WSM1010302 - WSM1410302
•Flange plates: 1.4mm powder-coated sheet steel. The cabinet edge is a rain gutter which was bent the other way in order to prevent
water from trapping on the seal. The cable entry is possible via the flange opening in the floor and the top, since enclosure can be
roated by 180°. In order to ensure circulation of air and to mount the cabinet to the wall, there are four deep pressed knock-outs of
20.4mm and four drillholes of 8.5mm in the corners of the back panel. All parts are pretreated with ferric phosphate, demineralised
and protected with an epoxy-polyester powder-structured finish in colour RAL 7035.
The enclosure consists of two parts: base and door.
•Door: Made from sheet steel and equipped with M8 threaded studs for earthing
- Single-door enclosures:
- 1,2mm: WSM2020150 - WSM6050300
- 1,4mm: WSM6060210 - WSM8080400
- 1,8mm: WSM1006260 - WSM1208400
- Double-door enclosures:
- 1,4mm: WSM6080302
- 1,8mm: WSM8012302 - WSM1410302
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Bolts for installing the door mounting profiles WSMTPxxx are included for enclosures from 300mm height.
Profiles are preinstalled from 600mm height.
The door is secured with two or three hinges and has a 130°opening angle. The hinges are hidden and the door is attached with
safety pegs. The position of door hinges can be easily changed. The doors have a foamed up polyurethane seal.
•Lock:
- Single-door enclosures are equipped with a 1-, 2– or 3-point (from 1000mm height) locking system with sash lock
- Double-door enclosures are equipped with a 3-point locking bar. The 5mm DIN double-bit lock supplied as standard can be
exchanged for other inserts.
•Mounting plate: Galvanized sheet steel
- Single door: 2mm: WSM2020150 - WSM1208400
- Double door: 2mm: WSM6080302 - WSM8012402
2,5mm: WSM1010302 - WSM1410302
The mounting plate has markings in 10mm distance to facilitate the positioning of components on it. Holes for attaching cables can
be found on the top and bottom. The mounting plate is installed on welded M8-bolts on the back panel of the enclosure. From
800mm, all ends are stiffened by folding. With the use of accessory kit WSMAMGxxx, the mounting plate is continiously height
adjustable and can be detached for equipping and cabling. The mounting plate has markings in 10mm distance as well as drill
holes on top and bottom to facilitate the mounting of components onto it. In order to comply to the EMV guidelines, the mounting
plate is made of 2mm sendzimir galvanized steel. It comes with earthing points in order to establish a connection to the body of the
enclosure.
•Flange opening: Easy wire insertion is ensured via positioning far back in the enclosure. Sealing for adherence with degree of
protection is included in the delivery
•Protection: The enclosure offers the highest protection for the user and the devices, thanks to the degree of protection IP66 for
single-door and IP55 for double-door or transparent-door enclosures. Complies with NEMA 4, 12 and 13.
Impact strength: IK10 according to IEC 60529
•For outdoor installation the use of a rain hood (WSMD…) and corrosion prevention is recommended.
IP20 is guaranteed in the enclosure when using an internal door or a 19“ hinged frame
•Finsih: Structure powder coating RAL 7035 light grey
• Mounting: The enclosure is mounted directly to the rear panel with screws (with plastic washers on the inside), or is mounted to the
wall with a mounting kit (accessory WSMWB004) and is height-adjustable. n both cases, the protection IP/ NEMA is preserved.
Several enclosures can be mounted beside each other thanks to the small opening radius.
• Delivery: Enclosure with door and two door mounting profiles (from size WSM6040150 and above), for double-door enclosures
with two door-mounting profiles. Gland plate(s) with gaske(s) and screws, plastic double-bit DIN 5mm key, and mounting plate
including accessories. Earthing facilities included.
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W SELECTION TABLE SINGLE-DOOR

W SELECTION TABLE DOUBLE-DOOR
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W DIMENSIONED DRAWING WSM SINGLE-DOOR
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W DIMENSIONED DRAWING WSM DOUBLE-DOOR
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